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Semiclassical molecular dynamics simulations of excited state
double-proton transfer in 7-azaindole dimers

Victor Guallar, Victor S. Batista, and William H. Millera)

Department of Chemistry, University of California, and Chemical Sciences Division,
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

~Received 14 January 1999; accepted 3 March 1999!

An ab initio excited state potential energy surface is constructed for describing excited state double
proton transfer in the tautomerization reaction of photo-excited 7-azaindole dimers, and the ultrafast
dynamics is simulated using the semiclassical~SC! initial value representation~IVR!. The potential
energy surface, determined in a reduced dimensionality, is obtained at the CIS level of quantum
chemistry, and an approximate version of the SC-IVR approach is introduced which scaleslinearly
with the number of degrees of freedom of the molecular system. The accuracy of this approximate
SC-IVR approach is verified by comparing our semiclassical results with full quantum mechanical
calculations. We find that proton transfer usually occurs during the first intermonomer
symmetric-stretch vibration, about 100 fs after photoexcitation of the system, and produces an initial
15 percent population decay of the reactant base-pair, which is significantly reduced by isotopic
substitution. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!01820-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Proton transfer in hydrogen-bonded complexes is one
the most fundamental chemical reactions and has there
been extensively investigated,1–10 not only because it in-
volves a quantum mechanical process that is yet to be f
understood, but also because it is a ubiquitous phenome
which influences the dynamical behavior of a wide variety
systems. In particular, the mechanisms of excited s
double-proton transfer after photoexcitation of canoni
base pairs have attracted a great deal of experimental
theoretical interest11–37 because of its implication in
radiation-induced mutations or carcinogenesis resulting fr
the possible existence of the rare enol tautomeric forms
the bases during DNA replication.38–41

However, a detailed understanding of the dynamical p
cesses involved in these tautomerization reactions is st
goal of current investigations.32–35 Computational methods
able to provide a microscopic description of the involv
proton transfer dynamics are the subject of much curr
theoretical research.42–57 However, applications to these ex
cited state tautomerization reactions are yet to be carried
since these relatively large molecular systems present
challenge of modeling multiple time scale dynamics w
significant motion of light atoms, where the quantum ph
nomenon of proton tunneling can be significant at low te
peratures and determine the rate of the overall chemica
action. In this paper we report the first application
molecular dynamics simulation methods to model the exc
state double-proton transfer dynamics involved in the t
tomerization reaction of the 7-azaindole dimers. Simulatio
are based on an approximate version of the semiclas
~SC! initial value representation ~IVR! utilizing a

a!Electronic mail: miller@neon.cchem.berkeley.edu
9920021-9606/99/110(20)/9922/15/$15.00
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3-dimensional excited state potential energy surface~PES!
constructed at theab-initio quantum chemistry CIS level o
theory.

The 7-azaindole dimer is often considered to be a pa
digm system for photo-induced double-proton transfer
DNA base-pairs and has been the subject of experime
studies in solution, matrices, and supersonic-jet expans
which have provided indirect photochemical information
the double-proton transfer mechanism.13–18 This early ex-
perimental work followed the initial discovery that certa
conformational isomers could undergo cooperative doub
proton transfer upon ultraviolet irradiation, as manifested
the large Stokes shift of the fluorescence spectra with d
bands in the uv-vis region.13 The structural diagram describ
ing the excited state double-proton transfer in 7-azaind
dimers is as follows:

where\v is the excitation energy. In an effort to elucida
the reaction mechanism, a variety of ultrafast spectrosco
studies have been recently performed probing both the
tomeric and dimeric excited state relaxation processes w

~scheme!
2 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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picosecond and subpicosecond resolution.29–37 Various pos-
sible interpretations have been suggested on the basis o
analysis of the experimental signals, including the possibi
of a step-wise reaction mechanism involving a zwitterio
intermediate,31 or ultrafast interconversion to some interm
diate electronic state before undergoing double-proton tra
fer reaction.32,33 In particular, the interpretation of exper
mental spectra showing evidence for the quant
phenomenon of proton tunneling as the dominant mechan
for tautomerization at low temperatures was, in gene
based on a one- dimensional double minimum poten
model39 with an estimated barrier height of 1.2–1.4 kcal/m
describing the energetics of the reaction.16,29,31Ideally, how-
ever, one would like to provide a more rigorous interpre
tion of the experiments based on a quantitative descriptio
reaction dynamics from first principles, since fitting the e
perimental values of rate constants using a one-dimensi
model may not necessarily yield a potential that bears
simple relation to the true Born–Oppenheimer potential
ergy surface describing this particular double-proton tran
reaction. The reason for this is that the rate of double-pro
transfer in the photo-excited 7-azaindole dimers is sign
cantly enhanced by excitation of vibrational modes.18,31 It is
therefore essential to combine experimental studies w
more realistic theoretical simulations to develop an und
standing of the underlying proton transfer dynamics
coupled to the other degrees of freedom in the system.43,58

This could be accomplished by first calculating the fullab-
initio Born–Oppenheimer potential energy surfaces and t
solving accurately the dynamical equations for motion
these calculated surfaces.

In an effort to investigate the potential energy surfac
involved in the double-proton transfer mechanis
semi-empirical23–26 and ab-initio quantum chemistry CIS
calculations21 have been performed for describing the fu
optimized geometries of the base-pair, intermediate,
tomer and transition states of the 7-azaindole dimer. Ho
ever, the possibility of mapping out the entire potential e
ergy surface in its full dimensional configuration space
daunting because of the enormous number of calculat
required by the high dimensionality of the potential ener
surface. A variety of methods have been suggested for m
ing the best use of a reasonable number of potential en
calculations for purposes of studying molecular dynamics
polyatomic molecular systems, including the reaction p
method, where one computes the potential energy sur
only for a one-dimensional curve in the multidimension
space that connects the reactants and prod
configurations.59–65However, most of these methods are n
adequate for modeling double-proton transfer dynamics
7-azaindole dimers because the tautomerization reaction
volves significant tunneling motion of light atoms, which
not confined to small amplitude fluctuations around a re
tion path and is coupled to the motion of other degrees
freedom in the system. In this paper we develop
3-dimensional excited state potential energy surface in te
of a reaction surface model obtained at theab-initio CIS
level of theory, where the proton displacementr 1 and the
intermonomer symmetric-stretch modesr 2 are described as
Downloaded 08 May 2001 to 130.132.58.224. Redistribution subject to A
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large amplitude coordinates.43,66–71 The reaction surface is
obtained by minimizing the excited state potential energy
the molecular system through geometry optimization w
respect to the remaining~weakly coupled! degrees of free-
domz, subject to the constraints of fixed values forr 1 andr 2

at various base-pair, intermediate, tautomer and transi
state configurations. The global potential energy surfac
obtained expanding thez dependence to second order abo
the equilibrium coordinatesz0„r 1,r2…, and its dimensionality
is reduced fromN to 3 defining a global reorganization co
ordinate to describe, on average, the motion of the (N22)
locally harmonic degrees of freedomz.

Simulating the excited state dynamics of proton trans
is particularly challenging because the protons being tra
ferred give rise to significant quantum mechanical effe
—i.e., tunneling— which cannot be described by classi
molecular dynamics simulations. A number of mixe
quantum-classical molecular dynamics methods have b
applied to simulations of proton transfer reactions.72–83,53

Most of these methods, however, describe only appro
mately the coupling between light and heavy particle degr
of freedom according to branching processes defined by
chastic hops that collapse transferring protons into eithe
the possible states of distinct character. Other methods
applicable only to single-proton transfer reactions, or mo
light and heavy degrees of freedom on different dynami
footing. In this paper we present the implementation of
approximate version of the SC-IVR approach, which mod
the motion of light and heavy degrees of freedom on
same dynamical footing and also properly describes the m
tidimensional mechanism of proton tunneling as determin
by the coupling of proton motion to the remaining degrees
freedom in the system.

The approximation we introduce to the SC-IVR a
proach has to do with the calculation of the monodrom
matrix elements that are involved in the pre-exponential f
tor of the semiclassical amplitude~vide infra!. Their calcu-
lation, in general, requires the integration ofN2 equations
~whereN is the number of degrees of freedom! and is there-
fore the bottleneck for the application of the SC-IVR a
proach to large molecular systems. The approximation
scribed in Sec. II A~and in the Appendix! reduces this to the
integration of onlyN equations, thus scaling with molecula
size in the same way as the classical trajectory equat
themselves. Our aim in this first application study is to e
plore the capabilities of this approximate version of the S
IVR through direct comparison with full quantum mechan
cal calculations. At this point we do not attempt to reprodu
the results of specific experiments but rather to provid
rigorous description of dynamics on well-characterized el
tronic state potential energy surfaces.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II A we fir
outline the semiclassical approach for calculating the ti
dependent reactant survival probability, according to the
proximate SC-IVR method described in the Appendix.
Sec. II B we characterize the nature of theS1 electronic
excited state of the 7-azaindole dimer (7AI)2, and present
the comparison with the corresponding low-lying excit
state of the monomer 7AI. In Sec. II C we describe the ca
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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culation of theab-initio S1 reaction surface potential in a
expanded low dimensionality space. In Sec. III we pres
our results and compare them with full quantum calculatio
The analysis of the double-proton transfer dynamics is c
cluded in Sec. IV, where the reaction mechanism sugge
by our SC MD simulation results is compared to the react
mechanisms postulated by recent ultrafast spectrosc
studies.

II. METHODS

A. The semiclassical approach

The quantity of interest is the reactant survival probab
ity P(t), defined as the probability that at timet the system
is still on the reactant side of the dividing surface~in coor-
dinate space! that separates reactants and products,

P~ t ![^C0ueiĤ t/\h~q!e2 iĤ t/\uC0&. ~2.1!

HereĤ is the Hamiltonian operator of the molecular syste
q represents the mass-weighted nuclear internal coordin
of the molecular system, andh(q) is a function of the proton
coordinates that is 1~0! on the reactant~product! side of the
dividing surface. The initial state on theS1 PES is assumed
to be the ground vibrational state ofS0,

^quC0&5)
j 51

N S a j

p D 1/4

expS 2
a j

2
q~ j !2D , ~2.2!

whereq( j ) is thej-th coordinate;a j5Akjm j /\2, wherekj is
the j-th harmonic constant, andm j represents thej-th reduced
mass. The initial wavefunction, Eq.~2.2!, is constructed on
the basis of the low temperature approximation —i.e.,
suming that contributions from anharmonicity and higher
brational levels can be neglected— since measured ex
mental tautomerization rates were found to vary only sligh
at temperatures lower than 77 K.15

The Herman–Kluk~HK!,49 or coherent state IVR for the
time evolution operator, is

e2(
i
\)Ĥt5~2p\!2NE dp0E dq0e

iSt(p0,q0)/\Ct~p0,q0!

3ugqt ,pt
&^gq0,p0

u, ~2.3!

where the wavefunction for the coherent states is

^qugq0 ,p0
&5)

j 51

N S 2g~ j !

p D 1/4

expS 2g~ j !@q~ j !2q0~ j !#2

1
i

\
p0~ j !@q~ j !2q0~ j !# D , ~2.4!

and similarly for^qugqt ,pt
&.

The integration variables (p0,q0) in Eq. ~2.3! are the
initial conditions for classical trajectories, andqt

[qt(p0,q0) and pt[pt(p0,q0) are the time-evolved coordi
nates and momenta.St(p0,q0) is the classical action alon
this trajectory, obtained by integrating the following equ
tion:
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Ṡt5pt•q̇t2H~pt ,qt!, ~2.5!

along with the usual classical equations of motion, and
pre-exponential factorCt(p0,q0) involves the monodromy
matrix ~see the Appendix!.

The survival probability is thus given by

P~ t !5~2p\!22NE dp0E dq0E dp80E dq80

3ei (St(p0,q0)2St(p80 ,q80))/\

3Ct~p0,q0!Ct* ~p80 ,q80!^C0up80 ,q80&

3^p8t ,q8tuhupt ,qt&^p0 ,q0uC0&. ~2.6!

Finally, in the Appendix we describe an approximatio
that we have used for the pre-exponential factorCt , one that
scaleslinearly with the number of degrees of freedom of th
system. It is essentially an adiabatic approximation for
monodromy matrix elements and is given by

Ct~p0,q0!5F)
j 51

N

M̃ t~ j , j !G1/2

, ~2.7!

whereM̃ t( j , j ) is defined as

M̃ t~ j , j !5
1

2
S Q̃t~ j , j !1 i

P̃t~ j , j !

\2g~ j !
D , ~2.8!

whereg( j ) are the constant parameters in the coherent st
of Eq. ~2.4!. The canonical variablesQ̃t( j , j ) andP̃t( j , j ) are
obtained by numerical integration of the following equation

Q̇̃t~ j , j !5 P̃t~ j , j !,
~2.9!

Ṗ̃t~ j , j !5v t~ j !2Q̃t~ j , j !,

with initial conditions Q̃0( j , j )51, and P̃0( j , j )
52 i\2g( j ), where the instantaneous normal mode f
quenciesv t( j ) are obtained by diagonalization of the He
sian along the classical trajectories.

As presented above, the computational task necessa
calculate the pre-exponential factorCt(p0,q0) is to integrate
the N independentsecond-order differential equations intro
duced by Eq.~2.9!. This constitutes a minor computation
task when compared to the numerical effort involved in t
diagonalization of the Hessian, and we thus solve it exa
according to the standard fourth-order Runge–Ku
method.84 In the Appendix we also describe an approxima
analytic solution that may be accurate and more efficient
applications with many locally harmonic degrees of freedo

B. Molecular orbitals

In this section we characterize theS1 andS2 electronic
excited states of the base pair 7-azaindole dimer (7AI)2 in
terms of the CIS eigenvectors, the optimized excited s
energies, and the oscillator strength constants. We also c
pare these two states with theS1(p,p* ) and S2(p,p* )
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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electronic excited states of the 7-azaindole monomer 7AI,
which are found to be analogous to the1La and 1Lb states,

respectively, of linear condensed-ring molecules.85,86

Figure 1 shows thep MOs ~59!, ~62!, ~63! and ~66! of
the (7AI)2 base-pair at theS1 minimum energy geometry, in
terms of the maximumpz atomic orbital~AO! coefficients
represented in diagram form, where the distribution of no
is given by the signs and relative values of the expans
coefficients. These MOs are responsible for the more imp
tant single excitations which determine theS1 andS2 elec-
tronic structures, as indicated by the CIS eigenvectors
sented in Table I: theS1 state with a predominan
contribution from the (62)→(63) MO excitation, and theS2
state with an admixture of the (59)→(63) and the (62)
→(66) MO excitations. Figure 1 shows that the four m
lecular orbitals are localized in the upper monomer, rep
senting the monomer that undergoes preferential rearra
ments when the geometry of the base-pair is optimi
according to theS1 or S2 electronic excited state PES
Under such a geometry optimization process, the other m
ety preserves approximately its ground electronic state m
mum energy geometry and localizes thep MOs ~60!, ~61!,
~64! and~65!—not displayed in Fig. 1—which are analogou
to thep MOs ~59!, ~62!, ~63! and ~66!, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the keyp MOs of the 7-azaindole mono
mer —i.e., the~HOMO-1!, HOMO, LUMO and ~LUMO
11!— which according to the CIS eigenvectors presented
Table I are responsible for the single excitations that de
mine theS1 and S2 electronic structures of the monom

FIG. 1. Highest filled and lowest emptyp molecular orbitals of 7-azaindole
dimer calculated from CIS/6-31G for theS1 optimized geometry structure
The circle diameters are proportional to the maximumpz AO coefficients
~no circle indicates a maximum coefficient smaller than 0.1; a small ci
indicates maximum coefficients between 0.1 and 0.15, medium circle
responds to coefficients between 0.15 and 0.3 and large circles ind
coefficients larger than 0.3; black and white indicate positive or nega
sign!.
Downloaded 08 May 2001 to 130.132.58.224. Redistribution subject to A
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7AI. The S1 excited state involves primarily the~HOMO!
→ ~LUMO! excitation, and an important amount o
~HOMO-1! → ~LUMO11!. The S2 state is a mixture of
~HOMO! → ~LUMO11!, and~HOMO-1! → ~LUMO! MO
excitations.

The comparison of the molecular orbitals indicates t
the MOs ~59!, ~62!, ~63! and ~66! are approximately the
~HOMO-1!, ~HOMO!, ~LUMO! and~LUMO11! of the moi-
ety that undergoes reorganization, while the MOs~60!, ~61!,
~64! and ~65! are the analogous MOs of the monomer th
preserves approximately its ground state geometry. The C
6-31G eigenvectors, optimized energies and oscilla
strength constants presented in Table I indicate that altho
the S1 and S2 excited states are somewhat affected
dimerization they still preserve their own electronic natu
The electronic excited state analogous to the1La state of
condensed ring molecules—i.e., theS1 state— is lower in
energy, and has a larger oscillator strength constant than
electronic state analogous to1Lb state of condensed ring
molecules —i.e., theS2 state— and this holds for both th
7AI monomer and the (7AI)2 base-pair molecular systems

C. Excited state potential energy surface

In this section we develop a 3-dimensional potential e
ergy surface to describe the excited state double-pro
transfer in 7-azaindole dimers. The model is based on
reaction surface potentialsV0

(z)(r 1 ,r 2) for the two low-lying
singlet electronic excited states that define theS1 PES, for
the r 1 and r 2 range of configurations explored in our sim
lation study.V0

(z)(r 1 ,r 2) are thus parametrized by the on
dimensional proton coordinater 1, and the intermonome

e
r-
te
e

FIG. 2. Highest filled and lowest emptyp molecular orbitals of 7-azaindole
monomer calculated from CIS/6-31G for theS1 optimized geometry struc-
ture. The circle diameters are proportional to the maximumpz AO coeffi-
cients~no circle indicates a maximum coefficient smaller than 0.1, a sm
circle indicates maximum coefficients between 0.1 and 0.15, a med
circle corresponds to coefficients between 0.15 and 0.3 and large ci
indicate coefficients larger than 0.3; black and white indicate a positive
negative sign!.
TABLE I. CIS eigenvectors, optimized energies and oscillator strength constants for the optimizedS1 andS2

electronic excited states of the 7-azaindole dimer (7AI)2 and 7-azaindole monomer 7AI.

Electronic state S1(p,p* ),(7AI)2 S2(p,p* ),(7AI)2 S1(p,p* ),7AI S2(p,p* ),7AI

Optimized energy 5.07 eV 5.70 eV 5.28 eV 5.83 eV
Oscillator strength f50.33 f50.09 f50.38 f50.07

CIS excitation ~62!→~63! ~62!→~66! ~31!→~32! ~31!→~33!
CIS coefficient 0.66 20.27 0.66 20.28

CIS excitation ~59!→~66! ~59!→~63! ~30!→~33! ~30!→~32!
CIS coefficient 0.17 0.57 0.18 0.55
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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symmetric-stretch coordinater 2 ; r 1 describes the sequentia
proton displacements in a nonconcerted double-proton tr
fer mechanism, andr 2 determines the intermonomer sepa
tion.

The CIS calculations of the reaction surface potent
V0

(z)(r 1 ,r 2) show that concerted proton displacements
volve higher energy configurations, and that for most of
nuclear configurations the first singlet electronic excited s
S1 corresponds to the eigenstate with a predominant co
bution from the (62)→(63) MO single excitation. Such a
excited electronic state has an intermediate with zwitterio
character, that we denote here as INT.~Z!, and results from
the partial charge separation associated with the first pro
transfer from the moiety that localizes the electronic exc
tion to the other. However, there are some molecular c
figurations around the minimum energy geometry of
INT.~Z! where another eigenstate becomes the lowest sin
excited state. Such an eigenstate has a predominant con
tion from the (62)→(64) MO single excitation —i.e., in-
volves an intermonomer electron transfer excitation from
MO ~62!, which is localized in the monomer that donates t
first proton, to the MO~64! localized in the monomer wher
the first proton is transferred. The intermediate complex
that other electronic excited state thus involve a ‘‘covalen
electronic structure, since the charge associated with the
proton transferred is neutralized by the intermonomer e
tron transfer excitation, and is denoted here as INT.~C!.

The Born–Oppenheimer PES that describes theS1 elec-
tronic excited state of the molecular system is obtained fr
the quantum chemistry calculation with the two-state wa
function,

uC&5azucz&1acucc&, ~2.10!

whereucz& describes the ‘‘zwitterionic’’ electronic state, an
ucc& is the ‘‘covalent’’ state wavefunction. The lowest ele
tronic eigenvalue, i.e., the Born–Oppenheimer PE
VB.O.(q), is then given by the root of the 232 secular equa-
tion written in terms of the ‘‘zwitterionic’’ and ‘‘covalent’’
PESs,V(z) and V(c), and the exchange~or resonant! matrix
elements which are approximated as constants (;1.5 kcal/
mol! to match the energy gap at the crossings between
two PESs.VB.O.(q) is thus developed in the spirit of th
so-called empirical valence bond~EVB! method,87,88 but
contrary to theempirical valence bond method where n
electronic matrix elements are actually calculated, we co
pute the two PESsV(z) and V(c) according to the reaction
surface model in an expanded 3-dimensional space.43

The reaction surfacesV0
(z)(r 1 ,r 2) are calculated at the

ab-initio CIS/6-31G level of theory —i.e., all single excita
tion with a spin-restricted Hartree–Fock reference grou
state~CIS!, using the 6-31G basis set within the Gaussian
series of programs89— minimizing the potential energy o
the molecular system in the electronic excited statez with
respect to the remaining (N-2) degrees of freedomz, subject
to the constraint of fixed values forr 1 and r 2 at selected
configurations for the base-pair, intermediate, tautomer
transition states. The potential energy surfacesV(z) are then
obtained in terms of the reaction surfacesV0

(z)(r 1 ,r 2), ex-
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rium coordinatesz0(r 1 ,r 2),

V(z)~r 1 ,r 2 ,z!5V0
(z)~r 1 ,r 2!1

1

2
@z2z0

„z…~r 1 ,r 2!#

•F(z)~r 1 ,r 2!•@z2z0
„z…~r 1 ,r 2!#, ~2.11!

wherez[(Z,C) indicates the nature of the electronic excit
state, and

Fi , j
(z)~r 1 ,r 2!5S ]2V(z)~r 1 ,r 2 ,z!

]zi ]zj
D

z5z
0
(z)(r 1 ,r 2)

. ~2.12!

We reduce the dimensionality of the system from N to
introducing a global reorganization coordinateR[uzu —i.e.,
the norm of the~N-2! dimensional vectorz— to describe on
average the motion of the locally harmonic degrees of fr
dom z. In the reduced 3-dimensional space the potential
ergy surfaces introduced by Eq.~2.11! become

V(z)~r 1 ,r 2 ,R!'V0
(z)~r 1 ,r 2!1

1

2
@vR

(z)~r 1 ,r 2!#2

3@R2R0
(z)~r 1 ,r 2!#2, ~2.13!

whereR0
(z)(r 1 ,r 2) is the norm ofz0

„z…(r 1 ,r 2), and the average
frequenciesvR

(z)(r 1 ,r 2) are computed according to

vR
(z)~r 1 ,r 2!

[S 2@V(z)~r 1 ,r 2 ,R0
(z)~r 1~0!,r 2~0!!!2V0

(z)~r 1 ,r 2!#

@R0
(z)~r 1~0!,r 2~0!!2R0

(z)~r 1 ,r 2!#2 D 1/2

,

~2.14!

in terms of the reference geometry„r 1(0),r 2(0)… chosen to
be the initialr 1(0) equilibrium geometry of the base-pair
the fixed intermonomer separation defined byr 2(0).

Figure 3 shows the CIS/6-31G energy data poi
Vopt

(z) (r 1(k),r 2), and the corresponding interpolation curv
as a function ofr 2 for the base-pair~B.P., k51), transition
state 1@T.S.~1!, k52], intermediate@INT.5 INT.~Z,C!, k
53], transition state 2~T.S.~2!, k54) and tautomer~TAU.,
k55) at the optimizedr 1(k) configurations displayed in Fig
4. The stationary state energiesVopt

(Z) (r 1(k),r 2) define the re-
action surfaceV0

(Z)(r 1 ,r 2) in terms of the Lagrange form o
the interpolation polynomial,90 where the proper asymptoti
limits along ther 1 coordinate are enforced according to t
CIS proton frequencies at the B.P. and TAU. equilibriu
geometries„r 1(1),r 2… and„r 1(5),r 2…, respectively. Figure 5
shows the reaction surfaceV0

(Z)(r 1 ,r 2) with three well de-
fined local minima that correspond to the B.P., INT.~Z! and
TAU. minimum energy geometries. The energies andr 2 co-
ordinates of the three local minima are also displayed in F
3, where it is shown that the TAU. minimum energy is;1.6
kcal/mol lower than the B.P. minimum energy geomet
Thus, our model describes the tautomerization reaction to
exothermic. The other important topological aspect shown
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. CIS stationary state energie
~solid squares! at various different in-
termonomer symmetric-stretch coord
nater 2 values in the24.20–4.32 a.u.
range, and interpolation curves.
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Fig. 3 is the variation of the energy barrier between the B
and the zwitterionic intermediate—i.e., the T.S.~1!
energy—as a function ofr 2. The minimum energy barrier
correspond to small intermonomer separations, in ther 2

54—6 a.u. range, where according to Fig. 4 the geomet
of the base pair and intermediate states are closer toge
along ther 1 coordinate.

Figure 7 shows the average frequencyvR
(Z) as a function

of r 1 andr 2. According to the analysis of vibrational mode
Downloaded 08 May 2001 to 130.132.58.224. Redistribution subject to A
.

s
er

the;900 cm21 values in the B.P. region —i.e.,r 1,s(r 2)—
have predominant contributions from theC2C, C2N and
intermonomer asymmetric stretching modes, while the l
frequency values in the intermediate region between the
transition states have predominant contributions from the
termonomer bending modes (; 350 cm21).

Figure 8 showsR0
(z) as a function of the reaction surfac

coordinatesr 1 and r 2. This figure shows that according t
our model potential the maximum reorganization relative
,
n

FIG. 4. CIS equilibrium geometriesr 1

~stars! at various different intermono-
mer symmetric-stretch coordinater 2

values in the24.20–4.32 a.u. range
and the corresponding interpolatio
curves.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Zwitterionic reaction surfaceV0
(z)(r ) as a func-

tion of r 1 and r 2 .
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the initial configuration of the dimer is achieved at the int
mediate and tautomeric geometries, while the rearran
ments for both of the two transition state geometries
quite comparable in magnitude and increase monotonic
with the intermonomer separation.

Figure 3 shows the optimized CIS/6-31G energy d
points Vopt(r 1(3),r 2) for the ‘‘covalent’’ intermediate
INT.~C!, and the corresponding interpolation curve as
function of r 2. This figure shows that the INT.~C! is more
stable than the INT.~Z! whenever the intermediate geomet
is optimized subject to the constraint ofr 2,4.3 a.u., and has
a global minimum geometry at (r 2'23.8 a.u.!, which in-
volves a much larger intermonomer separation than in
INT.~Z! minimum energy geometry where the two mon
mers are much closer together (r 2'4.6 a.u.!.

The covalent reaction surfaceV0
(c) , displayed in Fig. 6,

has a minimum equilibrium geometry at aboutr 152.25 a.u.
and r 2523.8 a.u.—i.e., significantly displaced relative
the position of the zwitterionic intermediate minimum e
ergy geometry, displayed in Fig. 5 at aboutr 151.0 a.u. and
r 254.6 a.u.— and is described according to the quadr
approximation
Downloaded 08 May 2001 to 130.132.58.224. Redistribution subject to A
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V0
(c)~r 1 ,r 2!5Vopt

(c) ~r 1~3!,r 2!

1
1

2
@v r 1

(c)~r 2!#2@r 1~3!2r 1#2, ~2.15!

which is a model limited to only configurations within th
accessible energy range near ther 1(3) optimized geometries
displayed in Fig. 4;v r 1

(c)(r 2) are the CIS proton frequencie

at the „r 1(3), r 2… configuration. The covalent potential en
ergy surfaceV(c)(r 1 ,r 2 ,R) is then obtained in terms of th
reaction surfaceV0

(c)(r 1 ,r 2) according to Eq.~2.13!, where
the average frequencyvR

(c)' 350 cm21.
Figure 9 shows the adiabatic Born–OppenheimerS1

PES for three different values ofR that correspond approxi
mately to the F.C. initial geometry (R521.5 a.u.!, the op-
timized S1 base-pair configuration (R50 a.u.!, and the tau-
tomeric equilibrium geometry (R51.5 a.u.!. The first feature
to note when comparing the B.O. PES at the three differ
configurations of the reorganization coordinateR is that ac-
cording to our model potential the reactant B.P. is mo
FIG. 6. Covalent reaction surfaceV0
(c)(r ) as a function

of r 1 and r 2 .
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 7. Harmonic frequencyvR
(z) of the reorganization

coordinateR as a function ofr 1 and r 2, and CIS fre-
quency data points~solid squares!.
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stable than the intermediate or product tautomer in
21.5–0 a.u. range ofR. However, the relative stability
changes in favor of the intermediate and product tautom
when R is further increased through reorganization of th
dimer. Figure 9 also shows thatR modulates the relative
stability of the covalent and zwitterionic states, changing s
nificantly the intermediate minimum energy geometry fro
r'(1.0,4.6) a.u. whenR521.5 a.u., tor'(2.0,24.3) a.u.
when R51.5 a.u. These changes of relative energies in
B.P., INT. and TAU. configurations also affect the ener
barrier heights, and the proton transfer thus becomes ef
tively coupled to both the symmetric stretch coordinate a
the motion of the remaining degrees of freedom in the s
tem.

III. RESULTS

We present our results in three subsections. First, in S
III A we present the comparison of the semiclassical wa
packet motion with the corresponding full quantum mecha
cal results. In Sec. III B, we then present the analysis of
time dependent reactant population obtained according to
semiclassical methodology, and the comparison with the

FIG. 8. Equilibrium positionR0 of the reorganization coordinateR as a
function of r 1 and r 2, and CIS data points~solid squares!.
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quantum mechanical calculations. Finally, in Sec. III C w
present the analysis of the isotopic substitution effect.

SC results were converged with 300 000 trajectories
tegrated according to a standard fourth-order Runge–K
algorithm,84 with a 0.025 fs integration step, using the par
lel programming model described in Ref. 91. Paramet
g( j ) introduced by Eq.~2.4! for each individual coordinatej,
were set according to the initial wavefunction dispersion
the corresponding coordinates.91 All forces and second de
rivatives necessary for integrating the equations of mot
were calculated using finite difference expressions.

A. Wave packet motion

Figure 10 compares the evolution of the semiclass
wave packetr(r )5C* (r )C(r ) in the space of reaction co
ordinatesr —i.e., after integrating out the reorganization c
ordinateR— with the corresponding full quantum mechan
cal results at various different times during the early tim
relaxation. Wave packets are represented by five con
lines equally spaced by 0.045 units in the 0.005–0.01
range of amplitude. The distribution of population among t
base-pair, intermediate and tautomer configurations can
visualized in Fig. 10 from the superimposed equilibrium c
ordinates, introduced by Fig. 4, for the three stationary s
proton coordinatesr 1(1),r 1(3) and r 1(5) as a function of
r 2.

As illustrated by panels~a! and ~b!, the system is ini-
tially localized at the Franck–Condon region withr
'(0.0,21.33,) a.u., and moves during the first 100 fs in t
direction of the symmetric-stretch coordinater 2 approaching
the two monomers with respect to each other. During t
early time relaxation process the wave packet remains lo
ized in the B.P. region around ther 1 equilibrium positions,
but undergoing reorganization of the remaining degrees
freedom in the system. Compared to the quantum mechan
results, our semiclassical wave packets are in excel
agreement. Panel~c! shows the wave packet right after th
initial relaxation process att5100 fs, reaching a turning
point along the symmetric-stretch coordinate atr'(0.0,2.3)
a.u., where the effective barrier heights —from the B.P to
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 9. The Born–Oppenheimer potential energy su
face as a function ofr 1 andr 2, at three different values
of R, including the approximate initial geometry (R5
21.5 a.u.!, the optimized base pair geometry (R50
a.u.! and the tautomeric configuration (R51.5 a.u.!.
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INT. configurations— are minimum and the proton trans
is most favorable. Once again, there is very good agreem
with the full quantum mechanical results, including the d
scription of both the shape and position of the wave pac
and the proton transfer process in terms of the wave pa
spreading into intermediate configurations up tor'(1.,4.0)
a.u. Panel~d! shows the wave packet att5164 fs. At this
later time, the wave packet in the reactant channel is n
displaced towards the F.C. region when compared to its
sition in panel~c!, and there is very good agreement with t
Downloaded 08 May 2001 to 130.132.58.224. Redistribution subject to A
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quantum mechanical results in terms of its shape and p
tion. Panel~d! also shows that the transmitted population
distributed into intermediate and tautomeric configuratio
with intermediate geometries relaxed up tor'(2.0,0.0) a.u.,
and the tautomer atr'(2.5,3.5) a.u. The comparison wit
quantum mechanical results is once again very satisfact
The semiclassical wave packet reproduces the most im
tant features in the full quantum mechanical distribution
populations, and presents only small amplitude deviati
displayed by the 0.005 amplitude contour line.
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FIG. 10. A comparison between the semiclassical and the full quan
mechanical wave packetr(r )5C* (r )C(r ), reduced to the space of reac
tion coordinatesr 1 and r 2 at various different times during the early tim
relaxation after photo-excitation of the system@Panel~a!: 0 fs; panel~b!: 48
fs; panel~c!: 97 fs; panel~d!: 164 fs!. Wave packets are represented by fi
contour lines equally spaced by 0.045 units in the 0.005–0.185 rang
amplitude.
Downloaded 08 May 2001 to 130.132.58.224. Redistribution subject to A
B. Reactant population decay

Figure 11 shows the comparison between the semic
sical time dependent reactant populationP(t) and the corre-
sponding full quantum mechanical results for the early ti
tautomerization dynamics whereP(t) show the more signifi-
cant changes, while at longer timesP(t) changes only very
slowly and SC calculations demand a lot more computatio
time. As described in Sec. II A,P(t) is obtained according to
Eq. ~2.1! projecting the time dependent wave packet into
reactant base-pair region according to a dividing surf
which defines the transition state positionr 1(2) as a function
of r 2.

The first feature to note when comparing the semicla
cal reactant population decay with full quantum mechani
results is that all the features are well reproduced by our
calculations, including the initial delay timeDt5 60–100 fs,
the overall population decay of about 15 percent, and
superimposed modulation with a period of about 40 fs. All
these features can be interpreted in terms of the wave pa
motion described in Sec. III A. The initial delay time corr
sponds to the motion along the symmetric-stretch coordin
~with CIS eigenfrequencyv'118 cm21), when the two
monomers approach each other reducing the effective ba
heights and the probability of proton transfer increases. T
superimposed modulation, with a period of about 40 fs,
assigned to the reorganization of the remaining degree
freedom in the system withvR' 900 cm21. The reduced
dimensionality model, however, presents its natural limi
tions with regards to the proper description of vibration
energy redistribution at longer times. These limitations of
model could, in principle, be overcome by describing
normal mode coordinates explicitly as described in Sec. I
before reducing the dimensionality of the model. This mo
complete description will be presented in future work.92

C. Isotopic effect

Figure 12 shows the comparison between the time
pendent reactant populationP(t), and the corresponding re
actant population decay of the deuterated system. We si
late the relaxation dynamics during the first picosecond a
photoexcitation of the system, in terms of the effecti
potential,57

Ve f f5VB.O.1e, ~3.1!

whereVB.O is the Born–Oppenheimer PES, and the abso
ing potentiale is defined according to

e~r 1 ,r 2!5H 0, r 1,r 1~3!,

2 ig@vH#2@r 12r 1~3!#4, r 1.r 1~3!,
~3.2!

whereg5mH /(2r 0
2), with mH the proton mass andr 0 the

initial proton equilibrium position, whilevH53500 cm21,
and r 1(3) represents the position of the intermediate co
figuration as a function ofr 2. This effective potential simu-
lates approximately dynamics in reduced dimensionality
suming that the excess energy in the reaction coordinate
efficiently absorbed by the remaining degrees of freed
once the system evolves beyond the intermediate config

m

of
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FIG. 11. A comparison between th
semiclassical time dependent reacta
population P(t) ~plus symbols!, and
the corresponding full quantum me
chanical results~solid line! for the
early time tautomerization dynamics
The total probability of proton transfer
is represented in crosses~semiclassi-
cal! and dots~quantum mechanical!.
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tions. Figure 12 shows that the time dependent reac
population drops at time intervals of;200 fs after an initial
100 fs delay time, and also that the isotopic substitution
duces significantly the transmitted amount —i.e., the pro
transfer probability— but does not affect the time intervals
which we observe population decay. These observations
be well understood in terms of the description of the wa
packet motion presented in Sec. III A: the initial relaxati
process does not involve any significant proton displa
ment, and the system moves only along the symmet
stretch coordinate with some reorganization of the remain
degrees of freedom. The transmitted amount, however
significantly reduced whenH is substituted byD with a
lower zero point energy and a more localized wave functi

FIG. 12. A comparison between the time dependent reactant popul
~solid line!, and the corresponding reactant population decay of the deu
ated system~long dashes!.
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Comparing the early time relaxation dynamics presen
in Fig. 12 for the undeuterated species with the populat
decay displayed earlier in Fig. 11, we see that the most
portant effect of the absorbing potential is to eliminate t
recrossing dynamics which is modulated by the reorgan
tion coordinateR. The agreement displayed in Fig. 11 b
tween the SC and the full quantum mechanical description
the superimposed structure indicates that the approxim
SC-IVR method provides a proper description of dynami
even in the presence of recrossing and tunneling.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND COMPARISONS WITH
EXPERIMENTS

We have shown in this paper how the ultrafast exci
state double-proton transfer dynamics involved in the t
tomerization reaction of the photo-excited 7-azaind
dimers can be investigated in terms of an approximate se
classical initial value representation method to model qu
tum reaction dynamics. The main idea in the approxim
semiclassical approach is to integrate the dynamical v
ables necessary for the calculation of the classical probab
associated with individual trajectories —i.e., the pr
exponential factorCt(p0,q0)— according to the adiabatic ap
proximation, reducing the computational effort to the prop
gation of onlyO(N) independent dynamical variables aft
diagonalization of the Hessian.

We have demonstrated the capabilities of the appro
mate semiclassical method to study the excited state dou
proton transfer dynamics in 7-azaindole dimers, show
good agreement with full quantum mechanical calculatio
in describing all dynamical features in the wave packet m
tion and the reactant population decay, even in the prese
of tunneling and recrossing events. The approximate se
classical approach aims to provide a more tractable alte

on
r-
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tive to exact quantum mechanical methods for dynamics
culations of polyatomic systems in terms of a dynamica
consistent treatment of all degrees of freedom, integrated
cording to fully deterministic classical equations of motio
where quantum effects such as tunneling and interference
included correctly and naturally in the description.

We have shown that the reaction mechanism sugge
by our simulation results differs from both of the two rea
tion mechanisms postulated by recent ultrafast spectrosc
studies, particularly with regards to the nature of the el
tronic states and the assignment of the characteristic ti
involved.31–35,37 In order to make a comparison with the
other postulated mechanisms, we first outline the experim
tal findings and then make contact with our SC MD simu
tion results. Zewail and co-workers reported studies of
femtosecond dynamics of the isolated pair in a molecu
beam using pump-probe time-resolved mass spectrosc
where the observed biexponential decay was interprete
terms of a postulated sequential step-wise mechanism31,35

The ultrafast component of the biexponential decay was
signed to proton tunneling from an initial base pair to a zw
terionic intermediate, through an estimated energy barrie
about 1.2 kcal/mol, and the fast component was assigne
the tunneling event of the second proton from the zwitte
onic state to the tautomer configuration. More recently, th
work was extended to investigate the effect of the solut
phase on the DPTR in the same pair, using fluorescence
conversion techniques, finding that the fast and ultrafast
laxation constants were similar to those obtained for the
lated base pair.32,33 Castleman and co-workers reporte
experiments using Coulomb explosion techniques, wh
were interpreted in terms of a zwitterionic arrest
intermediate.37 Takeuchi and Tahara,32,33 reported extensive
studies of the DPTR in 7-azaindole dimers in the conden
phase, where they also found biexponential relaxation w
similar time constants to those obtained by Zewail and
workers, but interpreted their results according to a reac
mechanism that involves initial population of the ‘‘1Lb’’
state—assumed to have a larger oscillator strength, an
located at a higher energy than the ‘‘1La’’ state—followed
by ultrafast electronic relaxation to the ‘‘1La’’ state ~with a
rate constant of 200 fs!, and then fast concerted doubl
proton transfer to the tautomeric form in the same ‘‘1La’’
electronic state. These authors ruled out the possibility
assigning the fast fluorescence component to a hypothe
zwitterionic state, since the fluorescence peak at 350 nm
away from the 420–450 nm range expected for the zwitt
onic fluorescence. Furthermore, they considered that the
trafast component was not relevant to the actual proton tr
location, since the time constant of the ultrafast compon
remained unchanged by deuterium substitution.

In this paper we have shown that the adiabatic DPTR
the isolated pair involves a sequential two-step proton tra
location process, where for most nuclear configurations
intermediate electronic state is different from the electro
state that was initially populated by photoexcitation of t
system. Contrary to having zwitterionic character, theS1
intermediate has a ‘‘covalent’’ electronic structure for mo
of the energetically accessible nuclear configurations, s
Downloaded 08 May 2001 to 130.132.58.224. Redistribution subject to A
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the positive charge associated with the first proton transfe
neutralized by the single intermonomer (62)→(64) MO ex-
citation. Our reaction mechanism, however, does not rule
the possibility of detecting transient population on the zw
terionic intermediate state, when proton transfer takes p
at fairly small intermonomer separations.

We have shown that the first proton transfer takes pl
only after the system undergoes nuclear relaxation, a pro
that approaches the two monomers to configurations wh
proton transfer is most favorable. The initial nuclear rela
ation process involves primarily intermonomer symmetr
stretch motion with a period of about 200 fs which is inse
sitive to isotopic substitution, together with reorganization
the remaining degrees of freedom in the system, includ
intermonomer asymmetric stretch motion, and reorganiza
of single to double aromatic bonds with frequencies char
teristic of the C–C and C–N stretching modes. The rel
ation process involves an initial 15 percent reactant pop
tion decay, with a delay time of about 100 fs aft
photoexcitation of the system, and further leakage of reac
population at intervals of about 200 fs. Isotopic substituti
reduces significantly the amount of transmitted populati
but does not affect the timing for the successive events
reactant population depletion.

Finally, we have shown that the populated state w
larger oscillator strength constant in the FC region cor
sponds to theS1 state, which although somewhat affected
dimerization is similar to theS1 state of the monomer tha
undergoes preferential geometry reorganization, and t
analogous to the ‘‘1La’’ state of condensed ring molecule
with predominant~HOMO! → ~LUMO! MO single excita-
tion. We have also shown that the state analogous to
‘‘ 1Lb’ ’ state of condensed ring molecules—i.e., with pr
dominant~HOMO! → ~LUMO11! MO single excitation—
corresponds to theS2 state and has a smaller transition d
pole moment.

In this paper we have not presented a comparison
tween our population decay profiles and the experime
signals, since simply raising the ground state population
to the excited state corresponds to irradiating with a bro
band of frequencies which populate only theS1 electronic
state. Our interest here was thus to characterize the electr
state with larger oscillator strength constant and simulate
relaxation dynamics made available by nuclear and e
tronic processes, sampling all the possible types of ini
conditions at the low-temperature limit. However, the mo
ambitious task of simulating specific time dependent exp
mental signals is the subject of future work,92 where the
approximate SC-IVR method is implemented according t
reaction surface model potential in higher dimensionality
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APPENDIX: APPROXIMATE SC-IVR METHOD

Here we present the derivation of the approximate p
exponential factorCt(p0,q0) given by Eqs.~2.7!–~2.9! and
used for all the SC calculations in this paper. The exact
pression for the HK pre-exponential factor is

Ct~p0 ,q0!5Adet@M t#, ~A1!

where the matrixM t is the following linear combination o
components of the monodromy matrix:

M t5
1

2 F ]qt

]q0
1g21

•

]pt

]p0
•g2

1

2i\
g21

]pt

]q0

22i\
]qt

]p0
•gG , ~A2!

whereg is the diagonal matrix whose elements are the
herent state parameters in Eq.~2.4!, and

S ]qt

]q0
D

i , j

5
]qt~ i !

]q0~ j !
, etc. ~A3!

Defining the matricesQt andPt as the following linear com-
binations of the monodromy matrix elements:

Qt5
]qt

]q0
22i\S ]qt

]p0
D •g,

~A4!

Pt5
]pt

]q0
22i\S ]pt

]p0
D •g,

one sees that the matrixM t of Eq. ~A2! is given by

M t5
1

2 S Qt1
i

2\
g21

•PtD . ~A5!

Furthermore, the matricesQt andPt can be obtained by in
tegrating the following equations:

Q̇t5Pt ,
~A6!

Ṗt52K t•Qt ,

whereK t is the Hessian~or mass-weighted force constan!
matrix at timet along the trajectory,

~K t! i , j5
]2VB.O.~qt!

]qt~ i !]qt~ j !
; ~A7!

the initial conditions for Eq.~A6! are

Q051,
~A8!P0522i\g.

The exact calculation of the matrixM t ~and thus the
pre-exponential factor, as its determinant! thus requires one
to integrate the matrix equations~A6!, with initial conditions
~A8!, with M t then being given by Eq.~A5!. The integration
of these equations is anO(N2) process because of the matr
operations that are involved.
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The adiabatic approximation is suggested by noting t
the two equations~A6! can be combined to read

Q̈t52K t•Qt , ~A9!

which is isomorphic to anN-state coupled channel Schro¨-
dinger equation~with t playing the role of the ‘‘translationa
coordinate’’!. The adiabatic approximation to this is obtaine
by introducing the orthogonal transformationL t that diago-
nalizes the HessianK t at each timet,

L t
†
•K t•L t[vt

2 , ~A10!

wherevt is a diagonal matrix of frequencies~c.f. the ‘‘in-
stantaneous normal modes’’!. If one neglects time deriva
tives of L t—this is the adiabatic approximation— then th
transformed matricesQ̃t and P̃t ,

Q̃t[L t
†
•Qt•L t ,

~A11!
P̃t[L t

†
•Pt•L t ,

remain diagonal at all timest. The diagonal elements ar
obtained by integrating theN one-dimensional equations,

Q̇̃t~k,k!5 P̃t~k,k!,
~A12!

Ṗ̃t~k,k!52v t~k!2Q̃t~k,k!,

for k51, . . . ,N, with initial conditions

Q̃0~k,k!51,
~A13!

P̃0~k,k!522i\g~k!.

Finally, the matrixM t is then given by

M t5L t•
1

2 S Q̃t1
i

2\
g21

•P̃tD •L t
† , ~A14!

and since det(L t)5det(L t
†)51, one has

det~M t!5detF1

2 S Q̃t1
i

2\
g21

•P̃tD G ,
~A15!

5)
k51

N
1

2 S Q̃t~k,k!1
i

2\
g~k!21P̃t~k,k! D ,

whereby Eq.~A1! gives the adiabatic pre-exponential fact
described in Sec. II A.

This adiabatic approximation should be good if the fr
quenciesv t(k) remain well separated~or the local normal
modes are not strongly coupled! along the trajectory, but we
note that the pre-exponential factor will also be given c
rectly by this approximation in theoppositelimit, i.e., if the
frequencies undergo a sharply avoided crossing~local Fermi
resonance! at some timet. In this ‘‘diabatic’’ limit the in-
stantaneous frequencies ([ the potential energy curves i
the analogy to coupled-channel Schro¨dinger equation! sim-
ply re-label themselves, and since the pre-exponential fa
involves thedeterminant, i.e., a product of them all, the orde
of the product is immaterial. One thus has the fortuito
situation that the result forCt will be given correctly, not
only in the adiabatic limit but also in the diabatic limit. On
can hope that it will not be too far off in intermediate case
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Finally, we note that it may sometimes be useful to so
the one-dimensional equations~A12! with a WKB approxi-
mation. With the boundary conditions of Eq.~A13! this gives

Q̃t~k,k!5S v0~k!

v t~k! D
1/2

cosS E
0

t

dt8v t8~k! D
2

2i\g~k!

~v0~k!v t~k!!1/2
sinS E

0

t

dt8v t8~k! D ,

~A16!

P̃t~k,k!52~v0~k!v t~k!!1/2sinS E
0

t

dt8v t8~k! D
22i\g~k!S v t~k!

v0~k! D
1/2

cosS E
0

t

dt8v t8~k! D .

so that Eq.~A15! becomes

det~M t!5)
k51

N
1

2 SAv0~k!

v t~k!
1Av t~k!

v0~k!
D

3cosS E
0

t

dt8v t8~k! D 2
i

2 S 2\g~k!

Av0~k!v t~k!

1
Av0~k!v t~k!

2\g~k! D sinS E
0

t

dt8v t8~k! D . ~A17!

This WKB approximation, however, does not take acco
of reflections that occur at classical turning points or avoid
crossings, and is thus probably a much cruder approxima
than integrating the one-dimensional equations~A12! ex-
actly.
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